Franklin Boys Preparatory
Academy

2018-2019 QUARTER 2 ENRICHMENT DESCRIPTIONS
October 16, 2018 – December 21, 2018, Tuesdays- Fridays 3:25-4:45pm
Enrollment in enrichment academies is based on “first-come, first-served.” Students are enrolled in the enrichments in the order that they signed
up online and return their schedule with parent signature. If an enrichment is full, students are able to select a second or third choice so that they
may still participate in an enrichment offering.
If students do not show on the first day of enrichment, or have 3 absences or 3 early sign-outs from an enrichment, their spot will be given to
someone on the wait list.

Hero's Journey - Offered on Tuesdays
Instructor: Mrs. Feroli
This enrichment offers a unique look at the Hero's
Journey. Students will watch a hero film and
identify the elements of the journey through textual
evidence and support. The films will be varied and
parent permission is required for viewing films.
Students will then fill in graphic organizers which
identify the theme of each story and write CCC
(FSA Style paragraphs) on each film. Possible film
titles include: Jurassic Park, Star Wars, and The Lord
of the Rings. Students are strongly encouraged not
to sign up for this enrichment unless they are
film/movie fans as complete attention is a must!
Write you must, learn you may. Connection to

Standard LAFS.6.RI.1.3
Basketball - Offered on Tuesdays
Instructor: Coach Bess
The Basketball enrichment will be an opportunity for
students to learn the game of basketball by
working on drills and playing in a game setting. This

enrichment is great for any skill level, from
learning the game of basketball to fine tuning
your basketball skills. Connection to Standard
PE.7.M.1.1, PE.7.C.2.1, PE.6.R.5.5

Clash Royale - Offered on Tuesday
Instructor: Coach Bess
Clash Royale is the fast-paced brawler where you
collect cards and duel players in real time. Destroy your
opponent's Crown Towers, but be sure to defend your
own. Students will participate in a tournament bracket
against other students to declare an overall victor each
week. Students will learn strategies as to build a solid
deck using averages of cards, how to counter an
opponent’s move, counting elixir and what it means to
have a positive elixir trade, how to track their chest
trophy progress, and all other aspects of the game.
Students will watch videos from professionals of the
game to help improve their gameplay. Pre-Requisite students must have an electronic device with the game already
installed on it. Connection to Standard MAFS.6.NS.3.5

Indoor Floor Hockey - Offered on Friday
Instructors: Coach Bess

Students will learn the basic rules and strategies of floor
hockey. Students will be broken into teams to play
multiple competitive hockey games per day. Join us for
a complete floor hockey enrichment! We will spend part
of the time doing drills and working on skills. We will also
conduct an NHL style draft for a league and
tournament play! All equipment provided by the Tampa
Bay Lightning organization.

PE.7.C.2.1, PE.7.C.2.3

Connection to Standard

Fantasy Football - Offered on Tuesday
Instructor: Ms. Hopper
Students will build a football team with
players in a draft. They will follow their
players weekly and keep track of their
players’ weekly point totals. Converting
passing yards, rushing yards, and receiving
yards using long division. Also finding the
mean, median & mode of the yards
between other fantasy football teams.

Connection to Standard MAFS.6.SP.2.5

Flag Football - Offered on Tuesday
Instructor: Mrs. Bird

Students will refine the skills necessary for
flag football (i.e. throwing, catching, route
running, defense, etc.). Students will also
develop a higher knowledge of the sport by
creating plays, learning both offensive and
defensive responsibilities/strategies, and
become accustomed to the rules and
regulations of the sport. Connection to

Standard PE.8.C.2.1, PE.8.C.2.3, PE.8.C.2.6specific sports.

GEBA - Offered on Wednesdays
Instructor: Mr. Larkin

Students will work with GEBA of Tampa’s
Role Model Committee. This will include
exploring the topic of African-American
contributions to the American judicial
system through guest speakers in the
legal profession, mock trials, research
projects and documentaries. Connection
to Standard SS.7.C.1.9, SS.7.C.2.2 , SS.7.C.3.10

Strategic Games - Offered on Wednesdays

Crypto Club – Offered Wednesdays

Instructor: Mrs. West
Do you like competing? Do you enjoy playing games?
Do you enjoy a challenging mind game of strategy
where you have to outthink your opponent? If so, this
enrichment is for you! Come enjoy some friendly
competition while playing Uno, chess, Pokémon, Chess,
Cool Math, Mind Craft, Dimension U, Jenga, Monopoly
and much more! Join your peers in a riveting game
where not only can you play one-on-one matches but

Instructor : Mr. Holmes
Students will grapple with encrypting, decrypting
and cracking ciphers using mathematic
principles in a fun and real-world way. Budding
cryptographers use decimals, percentages,
division, common factors, and negative numbers
to crack and decrypt coded messages. They
embrace pre-algebra skills such as pattern
recognition, problem solving, and modular math.
The enrichment covers six ciphers: Caesar,
Additive, Keyword, Multiplicative, Vigenere, and
Affine. Connection to Standard

teams too! Connection to Standard LAFS.7.SL.1.1,
MAFS.7.EE.2.3

Chess and Ping Pong
Offered on Thursdays
Instructor: Ms. Dilihay

Soccer
Offered on Thursdays
Instructor: Mrs. Bird
**See Mrs. Bird for approval into
enrichment

Chess Club will challenge your critical-thinking and
problem-solving skills. While this is an all-levels club,
we will be engaging in some team chess
challenges, as well as a virtually challenging
opponents, so some chess knowledge will be
beneficial. We will analyze one another’s moves
and actions in the game to strengthen our own
chess skills and logic. This club will require you to
challenge and hone not only your chess skills, but
also your interpersonal skills and how you
communicate good sportsmanship with your peers.

Soccer is the most popular sport on Earth. Over the
years it has brought about rivalries, traditions,
happiness, sadness, but most of all nationalism on
a global scale. This enrichment will provide
students the opportunity to not only play and
understand the fundamentals of soccer, but to
comprehend its historical significance to the world
through discussion. BPA Prep Scholar Attributes will
be integrated into this enrichment. Connection to

Connection to Standard MAFS.K12.MP.1.1,

Standard PE.8.L.3.2, PE.8.L.3.3, PE.6.M.1.3

MAFS.K12.MP.3.1, SP.PK12.US.22.1

BPA Learn and Serve –
Offered on Thursdays
Instructor: Ms. Verdi

**See Mrs. Verdi for approval into
enrichment
Students will explore and investigate community
needs and then plan service projects to address
those needs. Enrichment sessions will include fun
teambuilding and leadership activities, practical
research and investigative skills, and purposeful
action in the community. This enrichment is for
students who TRULY like to help others and care
about their community!

MAFS.K12.MP.1.1:
Art Class and Art Show
Offered on Thursdays
Instructor: Mrs. Wilkes
Forward Thinking Initiatives will be working with
USF art interns and Franklin's students to develop
unique, individual works of art that express their
response to issues in their community and to the
world around them. This social commentary art
will be curated by the USF interns and presented
as an art showcase for the school and local
community. The art showcase will be held the
evening of December 13th and will be open to
the public. Franklin students will also write their
own artist statements as part of the presentation.

Connection to Standard VA.68.C.1.2, VA.68.C.2.2,
VA.68.C.3.3

Strategic Games –
Offered on Wednesday and Friday
Instructor: Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. West
Do you like competing? Do you enjoy playing games? Do you
enjoy a challenging mind game of strategy where you have
to outthink your opponent? If so, this enrichment is for you!
Come enjoy some friendly competition while playing Uno,
chess, Pokémon, Chess, Cool Math, Mind Craft, Dimension U,
Jenga, Monopoly and much more! Join your peers in a
riveting game where not only can you play one-on-one
matches but teams too! Connection to Standard
LAFS.7.SL.1.1, MAFS.7.EE.2.3

Multi Sport –
Offered on Tuesday, Wednesday and Fridays
Instructor: Mrs. Bird or Mrs. Shortt
Boys will rotate between multiple sports and
develop the skills to participate in basketball, flag
football, and soccer.
Connection to Standard PE.7.C.2.9, PE.7.C.2.1 ,
PE.6.M.1.2

Golf -Offered on Tuesdays & Thursdays
Instructor: Mr. Brown
Boys learn the fundamentals of golf, its etiquette,
and history. Boys also learn how to play while they
participate in field trips, attend golf tournaments,
and become part of the First Tee of Tampa Bay.
The First Tee program’s 9 core values are
incorporated into the program.
Must complete application packet with Mr. Borwn or
Coach

Hurley.

Connection
PE.7.C.2.1, PE.6.R.5.5

to

Wrestling
Offered Wednesdays and Fridays
Must get an application from HOST and pay
USA Wrestling fees.
Student must have a USA Wrestling card for insurance
purposes.
Connection to Standard PE.6.M.1.3,

Standard

Fantasy Basketball - Offered on Friday
Instructor: Coach Bess
Students will build a basketball team with
players in a draft. They will follow their
players weekly and keep track of their
players’ weekly point totals. Converting
passing yards, rushing yards, and receiving
yards using long division. Also finding the
mean, median & mode of the points
between other fantasy basketball teams.

Connection to Standard MAFS.6.SP.2.5

Work Hard, Play Hard - Offered on

The Struggle is Real - Offered on

Tuesdays Instructor: Mrs. Feroli

Tuesdays Instructor: Mrs. Feroli

Students will engage in supplementary lessons that
challenge the curriculum of all grade levels in
Language Arts and Reading. Students will participate in
daily lessons followed by tutoring with varying incentive
including; outdoor activities, team building, and viewing
films. Connection to Standard LAFS.6.L.3.6

This enrichment is intended to provide studying
strategies and homework help. There are many
facets of this enrichment but mostly student will
organize their backpacks, organize their
homework, and complete goal setting for their
classes. Students will need to be committed to
understanding the importance of commitment to
academic excellence. With great struggles
comes great reward, and the boys will be
rewarded for their efforts. Students will need to
bring all of their work to this enrichment as well as
be mindful that will be working in this enrichment
from bell to bell. Connection to Standard

LAFS.6.L.3.6

Please note:
•

•
•

Enrichment Academies have lessons planned for each day, please allow your son to stay the whole time in order to
benefit from the planned activity. If you pick up early, a parent or someone on the emergency card, must present
proper identification in order to sign out the student. Three early sign outs will result in removal from the program.
Enrichment Academy Dismissal is at 4:45pm for car riders and walkers. No sign-out after 4:20pm. All boys staying
for HOST will report to the cafeteria. All students in the HOST Program must be signed out (with proper
identification) by 6:00pm.
You are expected to pick your son up at this time at 4:45pm. After the second late pick-up, you will be given two
choices: removal from enrichments or sign up for HOST ($27/week) and pick your son up by 6:00 PM

Online enrollment will close on Friday, October, 5 2018. Enrichment schedules will go home for a final parent
signature on Tuesday October 9, 2018. Students who do NOT return a signed schedule by Thursday, October 11, 2018 will be
withdrawn from the enrichment and not permitted to stay for Enrichment.
Enrichment enrollment sign up link –

